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Quick discussion

• Did you have exams as part of your 
academic studies?

• Did you get feedback on your 
examinations?

• What are the positives and negatives of 
examinations as a form of assessment?



‘Examining our feedback practices’ project

• Centre for Education Innovation

• Education Innovation Fund

• Seedcorn project

• Focused on ‘formal’, scheduled 
examinations

• Improve student satisfaction with 
feedback on examinations

• Student engagement, multiple schools



Examinations as an assessment method - positives

• Promotes coverage of curriculum – being ‘ready 
for anything’

• Useful for foundational learning – core knowledge

• Independence – just you!

• Reduced risk of plagiarism

• Quicker to mark

• Some students perform well in exams



Examinations as a form for assessment - negatives

• Student anxiety and stress

• Timetabling – late and ‘congested’

• Resources not at hand – may not be 
authentic

• Hand writing and legibility

• Limited feedback and short 
turnaround times

• Scripts and feedback not easy to 
access or administer



Examination feedback – a student perspective



Access to examination scripts

• Student confusion about access 
to examination scripts

• ‘you have to fail to get access to 
your examination script!’

• Inability to recall what was 
written in exam

• Importance of seeing 
examination answers to 
understand feedback

• Expectations conditioned by 
prior experience (e.g. A Levels)



Generic or cohort examination feedback

• Generic examination feedback 
most useful for benchmarking

• ‘better than nothing’
• A ‘half-measure’
• ‘impersonal’

• Difficult to relate to a student’s 
own work

• Is it ‘feedback’?

• Does it help me improve?

• It’s not ‘helpful comments on 
my work’



Individual examination feedback

‘Why no individual feedback on 
examinations?’

Individual examination feedback 
in writing as ‘gold standard’

Variable practice within schools







Additional feedback and clarification

• One-to-one discussion

• Students note inconsistent practices

• Not a replacement for written 
feedback – difficult to recall

• ‘Guilty’ asking for support

• Advice when done better or worse 
than expected

• Feedback from assessor – not 
personal tutor



Timely examination feedback

• Four week feedback turnaround

• Some students’ expectations of quicker feedback

• Others happy to wait until after examination 
boards

• Feedback released at same time as grades

• Importance of knowing when examination 
feedback will be available



Delivering feedback

• Access to annotated script

• Access to examination 
feedback over the summer 
period

• Typewritten feedback for 
legibility and ability to change 
format

• Examination feedback systems 
lagging behind coursework 
feedback systems



Practices across Cardiff University



• Individual typewritten examination feedback 
– SHARE

• Students view examination scripts with PS 
staff , personal tutor or module leader–
WELSH, GEOPL, JOMEC, CHEMY

• Generic or cohort feedback, with or without 
access to examination scripts – LAWPL, 
JOMEC, OPTOM

• Students who fail are given access to script –
LAWPL, ENGIN, COMSC

• Video feedback on examinations - DENTL
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